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The Naval Postgraduate School Special Collections Program includes archives; 
history; manuscripts and oral histories; rare books, documents, scientific and 
engineering instruments and artifacts important in the institution’s history.  The 
Dudley Knox Library also maintains a collection of historic books and documents 
that may be checked out by faculty, staff and students.
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A Revolution in Military Affairs 1900-1910
- Invention of the wireless
- Discovery of x-rays
- Publication of Einstein’s theory of relativity
- Perfection of the gyrocompass 
- Creation of the triode vacuum tube 
- Revolutionary warship, the Dreadnought
- Wright brothers’ flight in 1903
- Great White Fleet world cruise, 1907 to 1909 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING RMA: 
CATALYSTS FOR CREATION OF NPS
Triode vacuum tube (left).
Wireless station (above). 
“In the first decade of the twentieth century 
three of the inventions that would dominate the 
century technologically were either invented or 
underwent their early development: the 
automobile, the airplane, and the radio.”
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SECNAV Establishes First Programs
1909
Secretary of the Navy General 
Order No. 27 establishes the 
School of Marine Engineering
1912
Secretary of the Navy General 
Order No. 233 transforms 
program into Postgraduate 
Department, USNA
1917
School closes as U.S. enters 
World War I
1919
Program resumes; Renamed 
Naval Postgraduate School 








USS Arizona (BB-39) Commissioned 1916
USS Langley (CV-1) Commissioned 1922
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World War II RMA: High Tech Capabilities
Ø Radar
Captain William S. “Deak” Parsons
“The NPS assignment represented a key turning point in Parsons’ 
career that enabled him to become ‘a new kind of warrior’ and 
play a crucial role in the three greatest technical developments of 
his time:  radar, the proximity fuse, and atomic weapons.”
Al Christman
Target Hiroshima: Deak Parsons and the Creation of the Atomic Bomb
Ø Atomic  WeaponsØ Proximity Fuse
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War Redefines NPS History
Pye Board - 1944
“The objective of the system of 
Naval education is to … produce … 
officers capable of exercising high 
command in time of war with skill, 
imagination, and determination.”
Vice Adm. William S. Pye 
President, Naval War College 
1944
Holloway Board – 1945
“The professional development of the individual 
Naval Officer consists of two elements: first, 
experience at sea and second, education through 
study ashore. Graduate education for Naval Officers 
provides profitable opportunity for improvement in 
professional stature.”
FADM Chester Nimitz became CNO shortly after the 
Holloway Board Report was submitted. Nimitz played a 
major role in implementation of recommendations for 
graduate education.
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1945: Spanagel Board Searches for New Campus
Del Monte Considered
Selection Criteria for NPS 
-Adjacent to large body of water to permit 
instruction and research in underwater 
methods and allow radar sweeps and 
tracking of ships and aircraft for 
electronics and intelligence instruction.
-Within a reasonable distance of a deep 
water anchorage to accommodate visits of 
ships for training purposes.
-In close proximity to an airfield and with 
a relatively good year-round climate, to 
permit aviators to maintain their flying 
proficiency.
- Near a city or town of sufficient size to 
provide for the normal needs of officer 
students and their dependents, and to 
permit active participation in community 
life, but not too large a city wherein the 
bright lights would constitute a distraction 
from studies.
Sam Morse (upper left) at commissioning ceremony 
for Del Monte Pre-Flight School, Feb. 1943. 
Pre-Flight School aviation cadets (upper right). 
Bob Hope entertains sailors at Del Monte, circa 1944 
(above).  Del Monte playing card (right). 
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Today’s RMA: Information Age Warfare




Knowledge and imagination are the keys to dealing with 
the challenges of this new era, and here at NPS those 
keys are forged. 
Admiral Michael Mullen, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(Operations Research, 1985)
“The battlefield of today and the 
battlefield of the future are 
going to continue to be 
uncertain, chaotic, plagued with 
fog and friction, and very 
dangerous. An NPS education, 
bolstered by student and faculty 
research, produces a graduate 
whose intellectual agility and 
flexibility will prove increasingly 
valuable to the naval services 
and the Joint force in dealing 
with such uncertainty.” 
General Michael W. Hagee, 
former Commandant of the 
Marine Corps (Electrical 
Engineering, 1969)
The National Science 
Foundation long has been a 
partner with NPS in 
developing forward-looking 
programs.  The…institution 
has proven capacity to 
provide qualified graduates 
and expertise that make 
fundamental contributions to 
our nation’s security needs.
Dr. Arden L Bement, Jr. 
Director, NSF
The Naval Postgraduate 
School has an important 
impact on current and future 
foreign relations…(and) 
makes many other 
contributions to our foreign 
policy ranging from providing 
education to leaders from 
Eastern Europe in the 
Partnership for Peace 
program to sending teams of 
faculty to emerging 
democracies to help build 
democratic institutions.
The Honorable George P. 
Schultz, former Secretary of 
State
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